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' This thesis investigates an all optical holographic
associative memory (HAM) which uses iron doped lithium niobate as
the holographic storage medium. Theoretical development of
holographic recording and reading in thick, photorefractive
material is performed. Initial experiments identify recording
parameters which optimize the holographic diffraction efficiency
of stored holograms. Increasing diffraction efficiency is reported
during object beam illumination of the hologram. This unexpected
result is linked to the use of a thin, anisotropic, plastic
diffuser in the object beam.

The operational theory of a single iteration, multiple object
HAM system is developed. Experiments are performed with the HAM,
using a single stored object, to verify system operation.
Distortion experiments are accomplished to qualitatively determine
system performance when presented with a partial input. Complete
object reconstruction was not achieved due to the single iteration
HAM architecture.)Experiments demonstrating holographic storage of
multiple otjects in Fe.LiNbo, using angle multiplexing were
performed. t The HAM system achieved reconstruction of any one of the
stored objects. However, once a single object was reconstructed,
subsequent memory recall of other stored objects failed due to the
dynamic holographic medium. The generation of one output image
distorted the remaining holograms such that additional
reconstructions were not possible.

Lastly, a full resonant HAM operating in a closed loop optical
cavity was investigated_ Two phase conjugate mirrors were used to
provide $be- faedback necessary for closed loop oscillations.
However, current experimental constraints resulted in cavity losses
that weakened the signal below the minimum threshold required for
resonance. >suggestions for providing gain within the cavity and
first order approximations of the required gain were provided.
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Abstract

This thesis invcstigates an all optical holographic associative memory (11AM)

which uses iron doped lithium niobate as the holographic storage medium. Theo-

retical development of holographic recording and reading in thick, photorefractive

material is performed. Initial experiments identify recording parameters which opti-

mize the holographic diffraction efficiency of stored holograms. Increasing diffraction

efficiency is reported during object beam illumination of the hologram. This unex-

pected result is linked to the use of a thin, anisotroepic, plastic diffuser in the object

beam.

The operational theory of a single iteration, multiple object HAM system is

developed. Experiments are performed with the HAM, using a single stored object,

to verify system operation. Distortion experiments are accomplished to qualitatively

determine system performance when presented with a partial input. Complete object

reconstruction was not achieved due to the single iteration HAM architecture. Ex-

periments demonstrating holographic storage of multiple objects in Fe:LiNbO3 using

angle multiplexing were performed. The HAM system achieved reconstruction of any

one of the stored objects. However, once a single object was reconstructed, subse-

quent memory recall of other stored objects failed due to the dynamic holographic

medium. The generation of one output image distorted the remaining holograms

such that additional reconstructions were not possible.

Lastly, a full resonant HAM operating in a closed loop optical cavity was inves-

tigated. Two phase conjugate mirrors were used to provide the feedback necessary

for closed loop oscillations. However, current experimental constraints resulted in

cavity losses that weakened the signal below the minimum threshold required for

resonance. Suggestions for providing gain within the cavity and first order approxi-

mations of the required gain were provided.
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NEURAL NETWORK ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY

USING NON-LINEAR HOLOGRAPHIC

STORAGE MEDIA

I. Introduction

The Air Force mission requires the capability to quickly identify and recognize

objects. Presently, optical systems on board aircraft support pilots in performing

these tasks. Howe-er, the pilot must still devote precious time and attention to

the final recognition of identified targets. Automatic pattern recognition systems

which locate and identify objects in real time would greatly reduce pilot workload

during combat. Also, 'fire and forget' smart weapons which seek specific targets

require the development of such autoncmous recognition systems. Automatic pattern

recognition can also be used to support generai purpose robotics. Thus, the potential

widespread utility of an autonomous pi.Itern recognition system makes it of primary

importance to the Air Force (20:1)(21:34).

Associative memories, defined as failt tolerant, content addressable memory

systems, can recall complete noise free )bj,-cts when addressed by partial or dis-

torted input objects (22:1900). In an optLal associative memory, objects of interest

are holographically stored in a light sensitive medium, such as photographic film.

When the memory system is addressed by a distorted version (input) of one of these

stored objects, the system compares t,;s input with all the stored objects. The

system associates the input with that stored object which most closely resembles

the distorted input. The associative memory system then generates, as the output,

a complete, undistorted version of that particular stored object. A clear, complete

S "• •I I I I I I l I I I I l I i1



representation of the object can be generated from the (original) distorted input

(9:2). Clearly, associative memories may be used as pattern recognition devices.

In addition, Dunning suggests that the fault tolerant associative properties

of the holographic associative memory (HAM) system may be a paradigm for the

way the brain processes information (22:1900). A large body of research in the

area of neural network modeling has shown that associative memories are a key

element in an all optical neural network computer (7:205). Therefore, the associative

memory may also play a vital role in 'smart' computers which, like the human brain,

learn from past mistakes and make appropriate corrections. The advantages of high

speed performance that optical parallel processing can provide make the associative

memory appealing for neural network computing as well as for real time pattern

recognition.

This research is part of the Air Force's ongoing investigation into the holo-

graphic associative memory as an optical pattern recognition device and as the mem-

ory element of a neural network computer (9:1). In order to support the Air Force's

need for autonomous pattern recognition and 'smart' computers, further research

must identify and implement real time holographic storage media.

1.1 Problem Statement

This thesis research investigates the feasibility of using real time holographic

material as the storage medium in an all optical holographic associative memory.

The investigation provides a means for automatic pattern recognition and provides

the memory required for an optical neural network computer.

The associative memory system uses a self pumped barium titanate (BaTiO3 )

photorefractive crystal to provide phase conjugation for optically correlating the

memory with the input object(s). This self pumped, phase conjugate architecture

was originally developed by Dunning et &1. (7:205). Another photorefractive material,

iron doped lithium niobate (Fe: LiNbO3 ) is used as the near real time holographic

2
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Figure 1. Single Iteration Holographic Associative Memory

storage media. This nonlinear crystal replaces the photographic plates used by Capt

Fielding during his AFIT thesis research (10:851). The architecture for the single

iteration holographic associative memory used in this research is shown in Figure 1.

1.2 Summary of Current Knowledge

Recent versions of the holographic associative memory (HAM) have been im-

plemented by Fielding; Owechko, Dunning, Marom, and Soffer; Anderson, White,

Aldridge, and Lindsay; and Yariv and Kwong (9:2). The memory storage capacity

and achievable signal to noise ratio (SNR) of these versions of the HAM were lim-

ited because of cross-talk between the stored objects. This cross-talk degrades the

ability of the system to generate a complete, undistorted object from a distorted

input.

Dunning and Owechko have implemented an all optical holographic associative

memory using phase conjugate mirrors (photorefractive crystals) to support corre-

lation of the distorted input with the objects stored in non-real time holographic

memory (22:1902). These photorefractive crystals provide gain to the system and

3
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also reduce the criss-talk between stored objects. According to Dunning, the reduc-

tion of cross-taik has greatly increased the storage capacity of the HAM (22:1900).

Experimental results demonstrate that the memory can recall complete, undistorted

objects when presented with as litti' as twenty percent of one of the stored objects

(6:348).

Capt Fielding studied the use of photographic film plates as the storage medium

for the holographic memory (9:31). Chemical development of these plates required

the removal of the hologram from the optical system and subsequent realignment

during object recall. Capt Fielding states, "The hologram had to be replaced within

15 micrometers of its original position to satisfy the requirements of object recon-

struction. Replacing the hologram exactly was a tedious process which could take up

to ten minutes" (9:42). Obviously, a system which incorporates photographic plates

as the storage medium presents unsolvable hurdles for real time pattern recognition.

However, as Dunning et al. point out, replacing the holographic recording medium

with real-time media (such as photorefractive crystals) would make real-time mod-

ification of the hologram possible (7:210).

The storage of holographic images in photorefractive materials has beet inves-

tigated since the early 1960's. Weaver and Gaylord indicate that non-linear crystals

are capable of storing large quantities of data. "Through optically induced refractive

index changes (electro-optic effect), very thick, phase holograms may be recorded

in photorefractive crystals such as lithium niobate" (30:404). Presently, up to 500

holograms have been recorded in a single lithium niobate crystal (8:169).

In 1972, Phillips et al. published a detailed study of the optical and holo-

graphic storage properties of metal doped lithium niobate. That study found the

optical storage of information in lithium niobate (LiNbO3) to rely on the presence of

localized centers in the material containing electrons that could be optically excited

into the electronic conduction band. These electrons diffuse within the material un-

til they become trapped at local impurity sites in the material. This 'shuffling' of

4



electrons creates an electric field distribution within the material which modulates

the material's refractive indices via the electro-optic effect. The result is that light

entering the crystal will be transmitted at different angles, depending on where the

light is incident on the crystal. This modulation of refractive index, often referred to

as a 'grating,' forces the light transmitted through the crystal to travel in a specific

direction (23:95). This is exactly the same effect a hologram stored in the crystal

will have on transmitted light. Phillips et al. found that the introduction of impu-

rity metals (such as iron, copper, and nickel) increased the optical sensitivity of the

material and hence enhanced the generation of the grating (23:101). The research

clear!y identified iron as the best dopant material. Iron doped LiNbO3 crystals

were found to have a 500 fold increase in optical sensitivity over undoped LiNbO3 .

The diffraction efficiency was experimentally found to approach 100 percent for iron

doped LiNbO3 (23:108).

More recently, Weaver has reported two limiting effects on diffraction efficien-

cies in volume holograms in lithium niobate. "One effect is the limit due to scatter

noise that determines the minimum value of diffraction efficiency. The second effect

is a shift. in the Bragg angle" (29:110). The scatter noise results from the light in-

cident on the crystal scattering off the holographic grating in undesired directions.

The Bragg angle is defined as the angle between the surface normal of the crystal

and the direction in which the incident light beam approaches the crystal. Any devi-

ation in this angle during illumination of lhe hologram will decrease the holographic

diffraction efficiency.

The many journal articles and research reports describing holographic storage

in photorefractive crystals (such as lithium niobate) ertablish that this process is well

understood. However, little has been published regarding the use of these materials

as the holographic storage medium in associative memories. Most recently, Psaltis et

al. published an article describing the usc of photorefractive crystals as the storage

media in adaptive optical neural networks (24:1752). Specifically, the advantage of

I5
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dynamic modification of the holographic memory and the maximum storage capacity

of a photorefractive volume Lolograrn are investigated. "Photorefractive crystals are

particularly attractive as holographic media in this application (neural computers)

because it is possible to record information in these crystals in real time at very

high densities without degrading the photorefractive sensitivity" (24:1754). As is

evident from this recent article, the use of photorefractive crystals as the storage

medium in associative memory systems for use in optical pattern recognition and

neural network computing is a valid and important area of research.

1.3 Scope

This research demonstrates the feasibility of using photorefractive materials as

the storage media in holographic associative memories. As this is a proof of concept

experiment, no attempt is made to optimize the material selected as the holographic

storage medium. Lithium niobate has been selected as the storage material because

it is well understood and widely used in holography. While LiNbO3 is not classified

as a real time material due to its response time to optical energy (typically seconds),

it nevertheless clearly demonstrates the usefulness of photorefractive materials in

associative memory systems.

Initial experiments will be performed to identify the critical recording param-

eters affecting the diffraction efficiency of holograms stored in iron doped lithium

niobate. Examples of parameters of interest are the reference to object beam power

ratio, total power incident on the crystal, angular separation between the reference

and object beams, crystal orientation, and beam polarization.

Experiments using the Holographic Associative Memory shown in Figure 2

will be performed. The general architecture (optical layout) for the research will

be the same as that used by Fielding (9:3). This holographic associative memory,

which employs phase conjugation, is based on the Hughes Research Corporation's

holographic associative memory (9:4). The system's ability to function while using

6
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a non-linear holographic medium will first be demonstrated. The capability of the

system to recall complete output objects from distorted inputs will then be inves-

tigated. Finally, the performance of this HAM architecture during multiple object

storage and subsequent memory recall will be determined.

In an effort to support ongoing Air Force investigations by the Rome Air De-

veJopment Center's Photonics Laboratory (concerning the usefulness of this basic

HAM architecture in optical neural network computing), experiments with a full

resonant HAM system operating in a closed loop optical cavity will be performed.

The main goal of this research is to perform a detailed evaluation of the ca-

pabilities and limitations of both the single iteration and closed loop HAM systems.

As a result, the effectiveness of these systems for solving Air Force requirements in

autonomous pattern recognition and optical computing can be estimated.

1.4 Approach

This research will be accomplished in four main parts. First, an investigation

of the principle components of the holographic associative memory, with particular

emphasis on the holographic storage medium, will be performed. Theoretical de-

velopment and experimental techniques for recording and reading holograms using

LiNbO3 will be evaluated. Specific areas to be considercJ are exposure time, beam

energies, beam polarizations, crystal orientation, and angular selectivity of the crys-

tal. A theoretical understanding of the phase conjugation properties of BaTiO3 will

be developed and the experimental results of Capt Fielding's work using BaTiO3

shall be reviewed. This research effort uses the same BaTiO3 crystal (for phase con-

jugation) that Capt Fielding characterized, therefore the experimental measurements

Fielding made are assumed to remain valid (9:19).

Once the holographic and phase conjugation concepts are well understood, the

second thrust of the research begins. Specifically, the LiNb0 3 crystal will be im-

plemented in the associative memory architecture. The correct alignment of optical

7
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, components will be verified by storing a simple object in the memory and allowing

the associative memory to reconstruct the object from a slightly distorted input.

The physical limitations of the system, such as maximum allowable input object

distortion, will be investigated.

Part three of the research will demonstrate the capability of the memory to

perform multiple object recall through the use of angular multiplexed holographic

storage. Several different objects will be stored, using various reference beam angles,

and the response of the system to distorted inputs will be observed.

The final part of the research considers a full resonant, multiple iteration Holo-

graphic Associative Memory. Experiments with a system that uses two BaTiQ3

crystals to form a closed loop, resonant cavity are carried out to investigate the

physical limitations on performance.

The following chapter investigates the implementation of photorefractive ma-

terials as the holographic storage medium for an associative memory. Specifically,

the advantages, theoretical development, and experimental rcsults of using photore-

fractive holographic media are discussed. Chapter Three develops the theory and

optical architecture for a single iteration holographic associative memory. Chap-

ter Four describes the actual development and testing of a holographic associative

memory which uses an iron doped lithium niobate crystal as the holographic storage

medium. The procedures followed in testing the system and experimental results

obtained are identified and discussed. The Fifth Chapter investigates a fully reso-

nant HAM system implemented to enhance complete pattern reconstruction from

distorted, incomplete input objects. The final chapter summarizes the key results

of this research effort and identifies areas where further research may prove fruit-

ful in supporting possible applications of such a 'real time' holographic associative

memory.

9
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II. Real Time Holographic Storage

2.1 Introduction

As indicated in the previous chapter, a key component of the holographic

associative memory is the hologram. The hologram serves as the memory unit of

the system, storing information for subsequent recall. In addition, the hologram is

a vital component in an optical neural network. In this case, the hologram acts

as a set of weighted interconnections between neurons which comprise the network

(24:1752).

Regardless of the application, the need for real time operation of the holo-

graphic associative memory remains. Autonomous system operation requires dy-

namic, real time holographic media which can record, store, and read information

in very short periods of time. This chapter discusses the advantages, theoretical

development, and experimental results of using photorefractive (non-linear) crystals

as holographic storage media.

2.2 Advantages Of Dynamic Photorefractioe Holographic Storage Media

One class of materials which are ideally suited for holographic applications

are photorefractive crystals. These materials possess properties which satisfy the

demanding requirements imposed upon dynamic holographic media. "These proper-

ties include instantaneous hologram formation (self-development), high data storage

capacity via volume superposition, high sensitivity and resolution, erasability and

reusability, fast recording and readout, and hologram fixing" (19:81).

In contrast to photographic plates, which (after exposure) must be removed,

chemically developed, and carefully re-inserted, photorefractive materials respond

to exposure in such a manner as to 'immediately' form a holographic grating. Thus,

the problems of chemical development are eliminated, and the speed of holographic

10
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formation is dramatically improved. The theoretical details of holographic formation

in photorefractive crystals will be discussed in the next section.

In addition, as Eichler et al. point out, volume superposition provides high

data storage capacity.

A very attractive feature of a holographic system is the possibility of
volume storage. In a photosensitive medium where bulk changes are
produced, many holograms can be superimposed in the same element of
volume. A single hologram of about 1 mm 2 area may contain 104 bits
or more. Presently up to 500 holograms can be superimposed reversibly
at each site in LiNbO3 crystals, giving a total capacity of 0.5 Gbits per
cm 2 (8:169).

This multiple storage is achieved by varying the angle of incidence of the reference

beam (angle multiplexing) for each individual hologram. The limitation on storage

capacity is therefore partially determined by the minimum deviation of the reference

beam which allows resolvable holographic formation. Weaver has indicated that

holograms stored in Fe:LiNbO3 may be angularly multiplexed with a minimum

angle separation equal to the half-power, full width divergence of a corresponding

plane wave hologram (30:410).

Optical photosensitivity may be defined as "the incident optical energy re-

quired for a given diffraction efficiency and hologram thickness. Ultimate recording

sensitivity comparable to ones obtained in high resolution photographic plates... can

be obtained" (8:163). In the case of iron doped LiNbO3 , the sensitivity has been

found by Phillips et al. to depend approximately linearly on the Fe2 + absorption at

4880 angstroms. As stated in Chapter One, iron doped lithium niobate has shown a

500 fold increase in optical sensitivity over undoped LiNbO3 (23:95). In addition to

high sensitivity, LiNbO3 also has excellent resolving capabilities. Chen et al. have

reported poled, single domain crystals of LiNbO3 with resolution in excess of 1600

lines per millimeter (4:223).

11
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Another useful property of photorefractive crystals is that holograms can ei-

ther be permanently stored or continuously erased. Permanent storage would be

very beneficial in 'read only' type applications, where the stored information must

remain intact. Erasable holograms would allow dynamic modification of the stored

information for applications such as implementing learning algorithms in an optical

neural network. In lithium niobate, permanent storage is achieved by thermally cy-

cling the crystal containing the holographic grating (3:86). Erasure is achieved by

homogeneous illumination of the crystal (8:163).

In order for photorefractive crystals to satisfy the requirements for real time

holographic media, they must be able to record, store, and read out information

very quickly. Eichler et al. report that short wliting and erasure times can be

achieved through the use of pulsed lasers with high energies. "Experiments with

frequency doubled Nd:Yag lasers at 530 nanometers showed optical writing, reading,

and erasure of refractive index gratings are possible on a nanosecond time scale or

even faster" (8:71), Shah reports holographic recording, storage, and retrieval in

30 nanoseconds in LiNbO3 using pulsed lasers (25:131). These short times indicate

photorefractive crystals can indeed provide real time holography.

2.3 Theoretical Development Of Holographic Storage In Photorefractive Crystals

In order to fully understand the process of holographic recording, storage, and

read out of information in photorefractive crystals, the basic characteristics of these

materials should be discussed.

The optical properties of these materials depend on the direction of propaga-

tion as well as the polarization of the light waves incident on the material (33:69).

For example, a plane wave normally incident upon an anisotropic crystal will gen-

erate two independent solutions to Maxwell's wave equation for propagation within

the material. Each wave will travel with a unique phase velocity, and the two waves

will be linearly polarized, perpendicular to one another. The two independent polar-

12



ization directions play a critical role in reading the grating formed by the modulation

of the material's index of refraction. In addition, correct selection of one of these po-

larization directions for the input beam during reading can significantly increase the

diffraction efficiency of a hologram stored in anisotropic material. The theoretical

explanation for this 'polarization sensitivity' is given below.

Anisotropic crystalline materials may be further subdivided, based upon the

inherent symmetry of the crystals. Specifically, the physical properties are influenced

by the point group symmetry elements of the crystal (32:54). Cubic crystals, for ex-

ample, are always isotropic. Anisotropic materials are either uniaxial or biaxial,

which indicates whether the material contains one or two optic axes. The optic axes

are defined as those directions within the material along which both independent

wave solutions travel at the same velocity (32:81). LiNbO3 is an example of an uni-

axial crystal with a trigonal point group symmetry (3-fold axis of symmetry)(32:55).

Light travelling in LiNb0 3, in any direction other than along the optic axis,

will be broken into the two independent waves described above. Each wave travels

at a different phase velocity (with a unique Poynting vector direction), thus there

are

two velocity surfaces. One is spherical, .. and is the ray-velocity surface
of the ordinary ray. The other is an ellipsoid of revolution and is the
ray-velocity surface of the extraordinary ray (32:81).

These two surfaces, which represent non-trivial solutions to the Fresnel equation

within the material, can be geometrically represented by a three dimensional 'wave

normal' surface (33:72). Figure 3 shows the intersection of the normal surface with

the zz plane for a negative uniaxial crystal, such as lithium niobate (33:84).

The formation of a hologram in a photorefractive crystal relies on the modula-

tion of the refractive indices within the material. Chen et al. originally demonstrated

the formation of pure phase, volume holograms in LiNbO3 (4:223). The mechanism

13
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Figure 3. Wave Normal Surface in XZ Plane of Negative Uniaxial Material

by which the hologram is formed has been described by Amodei and Staebler as

follows:

Exposure of such a medium to the light-interference pattern constituting
the hologram excites electrons from the [impurity] traps to the conduction
band at rates that are proportional to the light intensity at any given
point. This gives rise to an inhomogeneous concentration of free carriers
that diffuse thermally, or drift under applied or internal electric fields,
and become re-trapped preferentially in regions of low-intensity light.
The net result is a net space-charge pattern that is positive in regions
of high intensity and negative in regions of low intensity. The space
charge generates a field that modulates the index of refraction via the
electro-optic effect and gives rise to a phase hologram (3:T5).

It is known that the application of either an internal or external field to certain

anisotropic crystals creates a change in both the dimensions and orientation of the

index ellipsoid. This effect is referred to as the electro-optic effect. "The electro-

optic effect affords a convenient and widely used means of controlling the phase or

intensity of optical radiation" (33:220).
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The following development follows closely that of Yariv and Yeh (33:223). The

index ellipsoid assumes its simplest form in the principal coordinate system:

X2  y.2 z2

x, y, and z are the principal axes. The principal axes are defined as those directions

which represent the eigendirections of the material's electro--optic tensor. n., n.,

and n. represent the three principal indices of refraction within the material. For a

uniaxial crystal, n. = n, j n.. The ordinary and extraordinary ir.divs of refraction

are defined, by convention, as follows:

no = n =•-

.e = n.

In the presence of art electric field, the equation of the index ellipsoid can be

written

(4 +rlE' rj X+ ( 4 r 2 kEaY+ - + r3*Ek)z2

+2yzr 4&Ek + 2zxrskE& + 2xyr6kEk 1 (2)

where the rnh's represent the electro-optic coefficients and the Ek's (k = 1,2,3) rep-

resent the applied field components, with summaticn assumed over the principal

coordinates. Equation 2 reduces to Equation 1 when no applied field is present.

For an electric field applied along the optic axis of LiNbO3, Equation 2 reduces

to the following:

n2~rE j+ r13E~~' traE) z~' (3)

Since no mixed terms appear in Equation 3, the principal axes of LiNbO3 are
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not rotated as a result of the applied field. The crystal remains uniaxial, with the

lengths of the new semiaxes of the ellipsoid given by
!1

n. = n, = no - 2-n 1̀ 3 E (4)2

n = n - nr3E (5)

From the above equations, one can see that for maximum refractive index

modulation (and hence large diffraction efficiency), the orientation of the crystal

during recording is critical. The maximum refractive index modulation occurs for

the special case when the optic axis is perpendicular to the bisector of the two

interfering waves. This orientation results in a generated internal field along the c

axis of the crystal., therefore maximizing E in the above equations. For maximum

"diffraction efficiency during read out of the hologram, the polarization of the read

beam should be in the plane formed by the optic axis and this bisector (extraordinary

polarization) (3:81). In this case, the birefringence for a wave propagating along the

x direction is given by

I

z - n, = (n, - n,) - 2 (nra 3 - ni.ri3) E (6)

For LiNbO3 , the values of these constants at 4880 angstroms are n. = 2.37, n --

2.27, r 13 = 8.6, and r3 = 30.8. The electro-optic coefficients are in units of 10 -i0

cm per volt.

The following theoretical development of holographic formation in LiNbO3

follows closely that of Eichler et al. (8:161) and that of Collier et al. (5:10). The

light-interference pattern required to form a hologram in LiNbO3 is generated by

the interference of two coherent wavefronts. These wavefronts are labeled E, and

E,, for object and reference, in Figure 4. The object wavefront contains the object

phase and amplitude information to be stored in the hologram. For this research
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effort, only two dimensional transparent objects were considered.

The equations describing these two wavefronts are listed below:

E.(f., fy) = E.(f., fy)cos(wt - Vo) = Re {Ao(f., fy)exp'w} (7)

and

E,.(f., fy) = E7 (fz, fy)cos((wt - V,) = Re { A.(f., fs, expw'} (8)

The interference pattern is simply the sum of these complex fields:

E(f., fy) = Eo(f, f) + E,,(:, f) (9)

The refractive index modulation in the crystal responds to the intensity variation of

the total field within the crystal:

I-(ff) = IE(ffl) 2 = (A. + A,) (Ao + A,) (10)

where the A* denotes spatial complex conjugate. For a phase grating, the phase shift

of the transmitted wave Ve will be proportional to the intensity:

-pg(fL, f,) = -1(fY,fv) (11)

This phase shift corresponds to a complex transmittance given below:

T,(f-, fV) - exp"•orf'h1" = expi-Yf(lf3Jr) (12)

Assuming -yI(fr, f,,) < 1 radian and expx = 1 + z + 2 +-- -, then

TP(fUf,) - exI'M'=e -,M 1 + i(f, fY,) (13)

This complex transmittance represents, in the most general terms, the holo-
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t graphic grating formed in the photorefractive crystal. During the implementation

of the real time associative holographic memory system, this hologram will be il-

luminated with a distorted version of the original stored object. The theoretical

development of the equations describing the HAM's operation with a distorted in-

put will be described in the following chapter. However, in order to understand

the holographic 'reading' process, the equations describing the illumination of the

hologram with the original reference beam follow:

At(fA,fy) = A,(fr,f) Tp(ff) (14)

- AT(fZ,f)(1 +i'pt(fr,fp)) (15)

where At(f 1 , f,) represents the transmitted waves out of the hologram. Substituting

for 4t(ft , fy) and dropping the (fr, fp) notation

Ag = A, + iArI (16)

= A, +iA,7-y(A,+A,)(A,+A;) (17)

SA,. + 1-rA,IA0 12 + iyAIAjA 2

+iyAjA, 12 + i7yAA, (18)

The only term of interest in Equation 18 is the fourth term. This term represents

the wavefront traveling in the original object beam direction. It is the recreation of

the original object wavefront.

2.4 Experimental Development

This section describes the procedures used to experimentally determine the

optimum configuration for recording holograms in iron doped LiNbO3. 'Optimiza-

tion', in this case, is based upon the holographic medium's ultimate purpose as the

t storage mechanism within the holographic associative memory. Specifically, high
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resolution holographic images and a strong first order diffracted beam (when illumi-

nating the hologram with the object beam) are desired, based upon the operational

requirements of the HAM.

To obtain these desired characteristics, diffuse Fourier transform holograms
were recorded. The Fourier transform of the object is recorded to allow access to

the correlation domain during re-illumination by a partial or distorted input (9:2).

The 'cross-correlation' of the distorted input with the objects stored in memory is a

desired characteristic typical of Vander Lugt type filters commonly used in coherent

processing (13:177). However, one drawback to using Fourier transform holograms

is that

light passing through the [object] transparency undeviated (zero-order)
is focused by the lens to a high-intensity peak at the origin of the fre-
quency or hologram plane. By comparison, the higher spatial frequencies
diffracted by the transparency and focused to other regions of the fre-
quency plane are much less intense (5:209).

As a result, the relative diffraction efficiency may be poor for these high frequency

components.

A phase diffuser placed in the object beam path alleviates this unwanted effect.

The transmitted light from the object-diffuser combination scatters from each point

on the object across the entre holographic medium. There is therefore no longer

a one to one correspondence between a portion of the hologram and a point on

the object. Thus, the array of 'bright spikes' resulting from the object's Fourier

transform are distributed evenly over the recording plane (26:9). In addition,

this property of the diffuse light hologram to record information in a
non-localized way makes it attractive for information storage. In con-
trast to storing information by means of micro-images where a scratch or
blemish entirely removes or obliterates information, information stored
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in a hologram made with diffuse subject light is relatively immune to
such imperfections of the recording medium (5:197).

The diffuser used for this research was a thin sheet of plastic taped directly onto the

object transparency (reference Figure 4).

It should be pointed out that one of the common benefits of using Fourier trans-

form holography does not apply to this research. For thin holographic media, use of

Fourier transforms allows image reconstruction in the presence of slight holographic

translation (5:209). However, the use of thick, volume holograms eliminates the shift

invariance of the correlation between the input and stored objects (24:1754). The

loss of shift invariance is due to the Bragg angle selectivity requirements imposed

by the grating in a thick medium (5:14). Angular selectivity describes the need for

the reference beam to illuminate the hologram at a precise angle in order to achieve

reconstruction (11:4771). "Maximum diffraction occurs when the grazing angles of

incidence and reflection are equal" (5:14). The Bragg condition is often given by the

fullowing equation:

nA = 2dsin 0 (19)

0 is both the angle of incidence and reflection from the grating, d is the thickness of

the medium, and n is any positive integer (32:20). In non-linear optic applications,

the Bragg angle requirement is often referred to as the 'phase match' condition (8:36).

For thick gratings, the input beam is diffracted by each grating element and becomes

advanced in phase. The parameter Q is used to quantify this phase shift:

2WrAQ2=-d (20)

where d = hologram thickness, A = grating spacing, and n is the index of refraction

in the medium. For phase differences sufficiently small (Q < 1), the diffracted beams

constructively interfere. However, if Q > 1, only one diffracted wave is observed

(8:100). For the optical architecture used in this research, Q is equal to a phase
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shift of 90 degrees (14:226). Thus, only one diffracted wave should be observed.

Experimental results support this conclusion.

The holographic storage medium used in this research was a 10 x 10 x 10 mm3,

0.015 percent iron doped, electrically poled, single domain LiNbO3 crystal. Only the

y faces of the crystal were polished. The optical configuration for recording is shown

in Figure 4. A Spectra Physics Model 2020-3 argon ion laser, operating in a single

longitudinal mode at 4880 angstroms (with internal Atalon), provided the linearly

polarized coherent reference and object beams. The reference beam diameter was

approximately 6 mm. All beam diameters were kept within the active area of the

detectors, thus power (and not irradiance) was measured and recorded.

The first experiment was performed to identify the positive c-axis direction

of the crystal. The procedure implemented relied on the fact that during two wave

mixing, energy is transferred in the direction of the positive c-axis after the beams

transverse the crystal (16:3). A reference beam of 4.1 mW and an object beam of 20.9

mW were allowed to couple within the crystal and the powers of each transmitted

beam beyond the crystal detected and plotted. Energy transfer was readily observed.

To ensure correct determination of the positive c-axis, the crystal was rotated 180

degrees and the experiment repeated. Energy was now transferred to the other beam,

as expected. During both experiments, the normal to the positive c-axis bisected

the angle between the reference and object waves. The polarization of both beams

was in the plane formed by the bisector and the c-axis (extraordinary).

Once the c-axis direction was determined, the crystal was orientated such that

energy would always be coupled towards the diffracted beam when illuminated by

the object beam. This orientation was maintained for the remainder of the research

because it serves to amplify the beam entering the phase conjugate mirror in the

holographic associative memory system. Figure 4 shows the positive c-axis direction

for the LiNbO3 crystal.

The following three paragraphs describe the experimental procedures used to
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identify optimum recording parameters for maximizing the holographic diffraction

efficiency. The diffraction efficiency was calculated by dividing the power diffracted

into the original reference beam direction by the power of the incident object beam.

Fresnel surface losses were not considered because typical operational systems would

encounter these same losses. The plots that follow identify diffraction efficiency

(as a percentage) versus the parameter under investigation. Interpretation of the

experimental results is discussed in the next section.

The next step in the hologram experiments was to determine the reference to

object beam power ratio which would provide maximum diffraction efficiency. The

object, stored during 60 second exposures, was a standard Air Force resolution chart

with a plastic diffuser attached. The diffraction efficiency was measured by blocking

the reference beam and measuring the percentage of light diffracted in the reference

beam direction when the hologram was illuminated by the object beam. Fresrel face

reflections (off of the LiNbO3 crystal) were not considered in the diffraction efficiency

measurements. The total power incident on the crystal was maintained between 15

and 25 mW for this experiment. Figure 5 is a plot of the diffraction efficiency versus

time for varying reference to object beam ratios.

Once the optimum ratio was identified, the effects of changes in total power

incident on the crystal were investigated. The reference to object beam ratio was set

at approximately five to one, and the output power of the laser source incrementally

increased. Figure 6 shows a plot of the diffraction efficiency versus time for several

different values of total power incident on the crystal.

The last holographic experiment considered effects of object beam polarization

during recording and reading. The plastic diffuser implemented was anisotropic.
01

Thus, rotating the plastic relative to the object beam caused the object beam polar-

ization to also rotate. The effects on holographic formation and diffraction efficiency

due to object beam polarization were investigated by incrementally rotating the

phase diffuser. The reference to object beam power ratio and the total power inci-
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dent on the crystal were held constant. The phase diffuser was spatially separated

from the object transparency for this experiment so that the diffuser could be rotated

independent of the object. Thus, the results would not be impacted by rotations of

the object. The diffuser was initially aligned so as to not rotate the object beam po-

larization, and a hologram was recorded and read. This process was repeated, while

rotating the polarizer ten degrees for each iteration. Figure 7 plots the diffraction

efficiency versus time for several angles of diffuser rotation.

2.5 Analysis of Holographic Results

From Figure 5, one can see that the power diffracted into the reference beam

direction increased with time. This result was unexpected. Increasing diffraction

efficiencies are typical of 'thermally cycled' fixed holograms (3:87), but the holo-
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grams used in this research were not thermally cycled. It should be emphasized

that the holograms were read with the diffuse Fourier transform of the object, and

not the reference beam However, when the holograms were illuminated with the

reference beam (to measure the reconstructed image quality), the diffraction effi-
ciency decreased with time, as expected. To investigate the effects of the diffuser
(which was aligned so as to not rotate the object beam polarization during these

reference to object beam ratio experiments), a hologram was written without the

diffuser. Upon reading the hologram with the object beam, the diffraction efficiency

fell to the point in approximately 120 seconds. This response time is typical of iron

doped lithium niobate (2:541). According to Staebler and Amodei, interference dur-

ing readout influences the readout erase time, consistent with previously observed

enhancement of fixed holograms. The interference during readout effectively gen-

erates a 'new' grating in the medium. "Thus, it is clear that this 'new' hologram

can either enhance or diminish the over-all diffraction efficiency" (27:1045). The

enhancement rate in their experiment was not large enough to actually increase the

over-all diffraction efficiency, but it did increase the total time required to erase

the hologram (27:1048). Apparently, the presence of the anisotropic diffuser in this

research is strongly enhancing the diffraction efficiency measured.

Upon closer inspection of the anisotropic diffuser (a Newport Corporation op-

tical lens shipping bag), striations running parallel to one of the polarization axes

were observed. The polarization axes lie along the major dimensions of the bag; that

is, from top to bottom and from side to side (0 degrees and 90 degrees in Figure 7).

The striations effectively form a grating which creates a 'cigar shaped' light distribu-

tion pattern in the back focal plane (hologram plane). The pattern is similar to that

of a diffuse diffraction pattern from a series of narrow slits. Rotating the diffuser,

and therefore the striations, caused a subsequent rotation of the 'cigar shaped' light

pattern. Thus, not only is the diffuser spreading the spatial frequency components
of the object, but it is also superimposing on the object wave the optical effect of the
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grating present in the plastic. This object wave-plastic grating combination appears

to be enhaucing the overall diffraction efficiency. In order to isolate and identify

the specific cause of this effect, further experiments investigating the diffraction ef-

ficiency of holograms recorded and read with just the diffuser as the 'object' should

be performed.

Figure 5 shows that for an Air Force resolution chart-diffuser object combi-

nation, a reference to object beam power ratio of approximately 6.0 to I provides

the highest dffraction efficiency. The maximum efficiency obtained during the ten

minute reading period was 26.4 percent.

From Figure 6, one can see that increasing the total power incident on the

crystal served to increase the diffracted power during read out. As the total power

was raised, the power in the read beam was raised proportionally, so one would

expect the diffracted energy to increase. However, as the total incident power was

increased beyond 37 mW, the diffraction efficiency began to decrease. It is believed

that undesired scatter off of the grating diminished the energy diffracted in the

reference beam direction. As Staebler et al. point out, recording more intense

holograms results in. optical scattering (28:182). The maximum diffraction efficiency

(39 percent) was obtained with 36.5 mW of power incident on the crystal.

Lastly, the effects on hologram diffraction efficiency due to object beam po-

larization are shown in Figure 7. As expected, variations in polarization during

recording hd little effect. As Chen indicates, the polarization of the writing beam

was not critical to holographic formation (4:223). However, as the figure indicates,

deviations from extraordinary polarization during reading significantly reduced the

energy in the diffracted wave during read out. The polarization is extraordinary

when the diffuser is at 0 degrees rotation. The reduction in diffracted wave energy

results from the excitation of the smaller r13 electro-optic coefficient as the polar-

ization becomes ordinary during reading. In order to achieve maximum diffraction

efficiency, the r3s electro-optic coefficient must be excited during reading. This is
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achieved by ensuring the read beam (object beam) is polarized in the plane formed

by the c-axis and the direction of beam propagation.

In addition, the data also shows the apparent effect of the inherent grating

J present in the diffTser. The angles selected for diffuser rotation (to vary the polar-

ization) were specifically chosen to be symmetric about the bisector between the two

polarization directions within the diffuser. Thus, if polarization was the only effect

on diffraction efficiency being varied, the 0 degree and 90 degree rotations should

have very similar diffraction efficiency versus time profiles, as should the 20 degree

and 70 degree, and the 40 degree and 50 degree. However, from Figure 7 one can

see that the diffraction efficiencies for all angles less than the bisector angle (45 de-

grees) are higher than for those angles greater than 45 degrees. When the polarizer

is aligned at 0 degrees, the striations in the plastic create a horizontal 'cigar shaped'

distribution of light in the hologram plane. At 90 degrees, the distribution of light is

vertical. Apparently, the horizontal distribution acts to significantly enhance diffrac-

N' tion efficiency by enforcing the original grating during reading. As the distribution

moves towards a vertical orientation, the diffraction efficiency enhancement is much

less apparent.

2.6 Conclusion

Diffuse Fourier transform holograms were successfully recorded and 'played

back'. Experiments were performed to identify critical recording parameters in an

attempt to optimize the holographic diffraction efficiency of the holograms. It was

found that the diffraction efficiency remained relatively high for reference to object

beam angular separations of approximately 15 to 35 degrees. A reference beam

to object beam power ratio of six to one provided the largest diffraction efficiency.

In terms of total power incident on the crystal during recording, the diffraction

efficiency increased with increasing power up to 36.5 mW, at which point further

increases in incident power resulted in decreasing diffraction efficiency. Undesired
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scattering off of the grating at these higher powers is believed to be the cause of the

decreasing diffraction efficiencies. As theoretically predicted, diffraction efficiencies

were maximized when using extra-ordinarily polarized read beams.

One unexpected, yet beneficial, result occurred as a result of using the plastic

anisotropic diffuser. Preliminary experiments have shown the holographic diffraction

efficiency increases during illumination of the hologram by the object beamn when the

diffuser is present in the beam path. This increasing diffraction efficiency is believed

to result from internal gratings present in the plastic diffuser. As the diffraction

efficiency increased, the resolution of the diffracted beam became slightly distorted.

However, the increase in diffracted beam power will be most beneficial during oper-

ation of the Holographic Associative Memory. The next chapter develops the theory

describing operation of the HAM.
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III. Theory of a Holographic Associative Memory Using

Non-Linear Storage Media

3.1 Introduction

This chapter develops the theory of operation for a holographic associative

memory which uses non-linear material for both holographic storage and phase con-

jugation. The equations developed will be based on the storage of multiple objects

within the holographic medium. The architecture is that of a single iteration sys-

tem, meaning there is only one 'pass' of the (distorted) input through the storage

medium.

As a result of using a dynamic storage medium, other gratings are written

in addition to the desired holographic grating. As stated by Gunter, "recording of

such [volume] holograms permits the interference of an incident light beam with its

own diffracted beam inside the recording material. This effect causes the continuous

recording of a new grating ... " (14:219). Additionally, internal reflections (within

the lithium niobate crystal) interfering with the input object beam, as well as the

coupling of the phase conjugate return beam, the distorted input beam, and the

original hologram, create gratings which generate additional wavefronts. The equa-

tions describing the formation of the grating due to the coupling of the PCR, the

input object beam, and the original grating are developed in Appendix A.

3.2 Single Iteration System Architedture

The HAM developed and implemented is a single iteration system. This 'single

pass' system allows only one correlation of the input with the. stored objects. The

image quality of the associated ouiput is thus a function of the degree of correlation

obtained, during this single pass, between the distorted input and the stored oojects.

Figu•e 2 illustrates the architecture for the HAM.
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The key components of the system are the LiNbO3 crystal, which serves as

the holographic memory, and the BaTiO3 crystal, which acts to temporally phase

conjugate the wavefront resulting from the correlation of the distorted input with

the stored objects. This phase conjugate 'auto-reference' beam re-illuminates the

hologram, generating the holographic associative memory output. Because the de-

sired output image results from the phase conjugate beam illuminating the hologram,

from here forward it will be referred to as the 'phase conjugate image'. The LiNbO3

crystal used is the sane iron doped crystal described in Chapter Two. The phase

conjugator is a single domain, 5 x 5 x 3 mm', BaTiO3 crystal with the c-axis parallel

to one of the 5 mm edges.

3.3 Theory of Operation

The first step in the operation of the HAM is to holographically record the

objects to be stored. Chapter Two developed the general equations describing the

storage of a single object ii non-linear holographic media, such as lithium niobate.

The following development for the storage of multiple objects parallels Chapter Two,

as well as Fielding's work (9:7).

Let e,'(F-, t) represent the mt` input object in the space domain (x,yz) [input

plane) and Ev(fn , fV)expi(amfm±AS+Jt)) represent its unique Gaussian amplitude

plane wave reference in the Fourier domain (f., fl, f.) [hologrdm plane], at spatial

frequencies a,,, = sin 0m/A and &, = cos 6,,./A. G. is the angle between the object

and reference waves, as shown in Figure 8. The optical frequency is W.

The total complex field incident on the crystal is the sum of the object and

reference be.ams:

Em(f., f, ) = E.(fr, f,) + E,'f=, f,)expi'w-2r(*.fI+Af*)) (21)
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E•(f•,fI) is the Fourier transform of e'(F-,t), which is illuminated by a plane wave

and transformed by the lens in Figure 8.

As in Chapter Two, the refractive index modulation in the crystal responds to

the intensity variation of the total field within the crystal:

I(f., fy) I E•jE(f.,fy)i2  (22)

- E IE-(f., fi,) + E,(f., fv) expi(wt2W(aiv+0'" f')) (23)

Following the development in Chapter Two for a phase grating, the complex

transmittance of the grating is given by

T,(f.,.f,) = "exp'I'"I(1-II) z 1 +i Ey"I(f,,, ) (24)

7'd is shown to be a function of m since the refractive index modulation (and hence

the diffraction efficiency) of the gratings decreases as the number of objects stored
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increases. This is because each successive recording tends to erase the previous

gratings. In practice, this effect can be compensated by "progressively decreasing

the exposure during the recording sequence" (28:183). Substituting for I(f", fl) from

above

T;(df., fv) . 1-[ i E Z ymIEm((f., ft)I1 (25)

S1+ 

iinE , jE"(f., f) + Emf(f., Y)expi(w"-2r(amfP+ .))I (26)

Dropping the (f., f1 ) notation and the temporal dependence (because it has no

impact on the formation of the phase grating)

S1 ± i z " ([IE,2 + lE'fl + E,2Er exp+i2 (c•'•&1+imf*)

+Erm" Em exp-t•f(f'.f+O'mI)J (27)

where Em" represents the spatial complex conjugate of the object wave. Equation 21

defines the complex transmittance for m objects stored in the non-linear holographic

media.

The system is now presented with an incomplete or distorted version of one of

the stored objects, .o°(x, y), whose Fourier transform is E•0 (f•, f•). The equation

describing the output from the hologram when a distorted object is incident upon

the grating is given by

A,(f.,f,) = t•,o(f., f,) Tp(f 3 , f1 ) (28)

Dropping the (f t , f7) notation and expanding

A , =exp [i + ja 7 m 1 E ¶2-+ 1E'1 +)

-E '" Em exp-i'(a@4u +Dh/i))] (29)
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The only term of interest in Equation 30 is the fifth term, representing the

first diffracted order, which propagates towards the phase conjugate mirror. The

first three terms are 'DC' zero order components which travel along the input object

beam direction. The fourth term does not propagate because of phase mismatch,

which arises when the Bragg angle requirements are not satisfied in thick holographic

media (8:36). Ignoring the first four terms, the fifth term can be expanded as follows:

° + d..7 o ~ EI + lE°(31)
MOM*

Croaa- Reference Noise

When a distorted input L"- closely resembles the stored object E."", the first term

of Equation 31 will be a close recreation of the original reference beam used to record

the hologramn.

Equation 31 is then focused by the Fourier transform lens of Figure 2 onto the

BaTiO3 phase conjugate mirror (PCM). The POM performs a non-linear thresh-

old (NL) and phase conjugates the strongest component from Equation 31. The

component which is phase conjugated should be the first term, since it represents

an auto-correlation of the distorted input with its stored, undistorted version. The

temporal phase conjugation, denoted by 0 in the equations below, causes the auto-

referent, wavefront to travel back exactly along its original path. The general form
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of the phase conjugate return is given by

NL [F (iEt x:/y E.* E" expi(wt-2r(amnfV+Omf)) )] (32)

The wavefront represented by Equation 32 is Fourier transformed as it propagates

back towards the holographic medium. The initial output from the hologram when

illuminated by this Fourier transformed, phase conjugated auto-reference wavefront

is described by the product of Equation 32 and the transmission grating, Equation 27.

Let A'(f,, fl) represent the initial output:

A'; =F NL(F[itrE ymErEnexp(wt-2tmwamfj)]] T, (33)

Expanding T, and performing the multiplication generates five terms. The first three

terms represent wavefronts which travel along the phase conjugate return direction.

The fourth term travels back towards the distorted input, representing the wavefront

containing the 'phase conjugate' image. The fifth term does not propagate because

the phase match condition (associated with the Bragg angle requirement) is not

satisfied. The five terms are shown (in the order discussed) below:

Alt= F [NL (F [itrztnrrx wM#mw~ms]G

+F[NL,- (F[sE~~YmEf EM expi(wtb2T(ý1(a4+Pmh,]) )0]

1 iEy EJ'E' ex12#(nf+P I,14]

+F [NL (F [it." -yE.mEWIErn ('21~ýV+"f

Fr Ey"Ef"E Ex

n I

-• - e, .p. (34)
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The phrase 'initial' was used above to highlight the nature of using a dynamic record-

ing medium. Specifically, the phase conjugate auto-reference beam incident upon

the non-linear holographic medium couples with both the incoming distorted object

beam and the original holographic grating to form a 'secondary' grating. This sec-

ondary grating creates additional diffracted wavefronts which are experimentally ob-

served. The equations describing the formation and illumination of this 'secondary'

grating are developed (for a single stored object) in Appendix A. Experimental ob-

servations of this phenomenon are discussed in the next chapter.

The fourth term of Equation 34 undergoes another Fourier transform, which

generates the term below:

NL (F [i y-~" E-' E"- exp(`~21r(*.fV+P.J.)])S

* F [• y"E'E' exp+i22Ii•OanA'z+P)] (35)

The only wavefront which travels back towards the input object occurs when the

indices of summation are equal, r = n. For this case, Equation 35 becomes

NL (F [it•,yIE' Eg' expi(`-21r(Off+#A.)) ] )®

*F Ii-E'E.Er exp+12'Idr'fv+aOMf)] (36)

Defining E,4" exp-i2f(amfuO+•m•m) as R-, whose Fourier transform is rn, leads to

NL (F [itota7  "Rr expt'])e * F [iy-R-n En-] (37)

V, Assuming the BaTiO3 crystal performed the non-linear threshold on only the refer-

ence associated with the auto-correlation term, and using the properties of Fourier
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transforms, convolutions, and correlations, Equation 37 becomes

F [inomoEm*rnoiK 0 exp" 10 [imRm'*Em7O]) (38)

which leads to the output of the associative memory, g'°:

= expo (tm(OM) *emo) *rM6]*rtO *e' 0  (39)

When ýo" z e", then the correlation will have a large, narrow peak and the output

will be a recreation of the original stored object, eo'.

3.4 Effects of Using Dynamic Storage Medium

The Fe:LiNbO3 crystal is a dynamic medium which can form gratings when-

ever two beams intersect within the crystal. Therefore, additional gratings (other

than the desired holographic grating) are formed in the medium during 11AM sys-

tem operation. As previously mentioned, one of these gratings is formed when the

PCR, the distorted object beam, and the original grating interfere. The equations

describing this 'secondary' grating are developed in Appendix A.

As Chapter Two describes, maximum diffraction efficiency is obtained when

the normal to the c+ axis of the Fe:LiNbO3 crystal bisects the angle between the

reference and object beams. This orientation, however, allows the reference's Fresnel

reflection off of the highly polished crystal to travel exactly back along the object

beam direction. This reflection is therefore focused on the object transparency by

the Fourier transform lens. The focused spot then reflects normally off of the trans-

parency and, as a result, adds noise to the object beam entering the crystal. En-

suring that the plastic diffuser attached to the object transparency is facing towards

the crystal helps to minimize this noise, but the reflection is still bright enough to

significantly 'wash out' the input object.

For purposes A this research, the problem was avoided by rotating the crys-
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tal such that the reference reflection missed the Fourier transform lens. Thus, the

noise never entered the system. The relative impact on achievable diffraction effi-

ciency due to this 'non-optimum' crystal orientation was minimal, when compared

to environmental disturbances (such as thermal fluctuations and table vibrations).

A more desirable solution, which would allow for optimum crystal alignment, would

be to immerse the crystal in a index matching liquid gate to remove the unwanted

reflection.

Another drawback of rotating the crystal, in addition to reducing the achiev-

able diffraction efficiency, is that internal reflections resulting from refractive index

'boundaries' are still present and can interact with other beams to form unwanted

gratings. One such grating is formed by the intersection of the input object beam

and the reflection of the reference beam off of the 'back' side of the crystal. Specif-
ically, the reference beam enters the crystal and travels through to the 'back' side.

Because of the differences in index of refraction at this boundary, a portion of the

reference beam is internally reflected back through the crystal. It is the interaction

of this internal reflection and the distorted input object wave which generates the

unwanted grating.

Empirical evidence obtained during experimentation with the HAM system

supports the presence of this grating. Before a phase conjugate return is generated,

a reflection in the reference's Fresnel reflection direction is obtained when the system

is illuminated by the distorted object beam. This reflection can only be explained by

the presence of an undesired grating. In addition, as the PCR begins to illuminate

the hologram, four additional beams are observed leaving the Fe:LiNbO3 crystal.

Two of these beams result from the PCR interacting with the original grating.

The first, and most important, is the PCR's first order diffraction off of the original

grating. This beam is the desired HAM output. The second beam travels back

towards the reference, representing the zero order (DC) transmission of the PCR

through the original grating.
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The third and fourth beams result from the internal reflection of the PCR

illuminating the unwanted internal reflection grating. The third beam is the zero

order diffraction of the PCR's internal reflection traveling through the unwanted

internal reflection grating. This beam is basically a 'continuation' of the PCR. The

fourth beam, however, is a replica of the input object beam. Hence, it is the first

order diffraction term resulting from the reflected PCR illuminating the unwanted

grating.

The location and spatial content of these last two beams, as well as the ob-

ject beam reflection described above, can only be explained by the presence of this

second grating. Figure 9 is a diagram of the relative location of each of the beams

discussed. Beams one through four are those described above, beam five represents

the object's reflected beam in the reference's Fresnel reflection direction, and the

sixth and seventh beams represent the zero order and first order terms, respectively,

from the object wave illuminating the original hologram. For the figure, the crys-

tal was orientated such that the normal to the c+ axis of the Fe:LiA6bO3 crystal

was approximately six degrees away from the reference beam, but still between the

reference and object beams. This orientation ensured the reference beam's Fresnel

reflection did not fall upon the Fourier transform lens. In subsequent experiments,

rotating the crystal (before recording) caused the third and fourth beams described

above to rotate in a predictable manner. For example, when the crystal was aligned

such that the normal to the c+ axis bisected the angle between the reference and

object beams, the beams overlapped the zero and first order diffracted beams gener-

ated by the distorted input object illuminating the original grating (beams six and

seven in Figure 9). Also, the angular separation between beams three and four, and

between beams six and seven, remained constant and equal to the angular separation

between the reference and object beams used to record the original hologram.

The last piece of empirical evidence which supports the presence of this partic-

ular unwanted grating involves the effect of blocking the phase conjugate return on
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the aforementioned beams. As expected, blocking the PCR causes the HAM image

and the beam travelling towards the reference to vanish. In addition, blocking the

PCR causes beams three and four to also vanish. Thus, these beams are indeed

generated by the PCR illuminating the unwanted grating.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter described the operational theory of a holographic associative

memory which uses a dynamic, non-linear storage medium. Equation 39 shows

that a complete, undistorted output will theoretically be generated by the HAM

when a distorted version of one of the stored images is ihput to the system.

In addition, empirical evidence was presented which supports the conclusion

that additional gratings are generated within the medium as a result of coupling be-
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tween internal reflections and incident beams. Relevant equations were developed to

provide a (supporting) theoretical explanation for the existence of these additional

gratings. These unwanted gratings diffract the beams incident on the system's mem-

ory such that numerous beams are produced. While these extraneous beams tend to

complicate the detailed explanation of system operation, understanding the manner

in which they are generated is not relevant to the operation of the HAM. These addi-

tional beams have little impact on overall system performance (aside from diffracting

some energy away from the HAM output). In fact, if the unwanted gratings signif-

ica•tly reduced the phase conjugate image intensity, they could be eliminated by

immersing the memory element in a index matching liquid gate.

The next chapter describes experimental results of operating the HAM. Initial

experiments investigate performance with a single stored object, and then the system

is tested in the more realistic environment of recalling a specific object from several

stored objects.
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IV. Holographic Associative Memory Experiments Using

Fe:LiNb03

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter provided the theoretical development of a Holographic

Associative Memory which uses non-linear, dynamic holographic storage media.

This chapter describes the implementation of that theory in a single iteration HAM

system. Specifically, the procedures used and the results obtained during experimen-

tation with the HAM system of Figure 2 are discussed.

Initial experiments involved the storage and subsequent recall of a single ob-

ject. Effects on system performance due to input object distortion were qualitatively

inveztigated by blocking portions of the input and observing the resulting HAM out-

put. The next set of experiments involved the storage of multiple objects, using

* angular multiplexed holog-'apbv, and subsequent recall of a particular stored object

from its associated input.

The chapter begins with a discussion of the procedures followed in both sets of

experiments and concludes with the presentation and analysis of the results obtained.

4.2 Experimental Procedures

The first step in operating the HAM requires the storage of two dimensional

image(s) holographically. The first set of experiments involved the storage of a

single object. The object used was the Air Force resolution chart-plastic diffuser

combination described in Chapter Two. Beam polarization, beam powers, duration
of exposure, and the ratio of reference beam to object beam power were all chosen to

optimize the recording process, based upon the holography results of Chapter Two.

However, to avoid the noise from the reference beam's F'esnel reflection (described

in Chapter Three), the normal to the Fe: JiNb03 crystal's c+ axis was aligned
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approximately six degrees from the reference beam, but still between the reference

and object beams.

Once the hologram was stored, the reference beam was blocked and the holo-

gram illuminated with a distorted version of the stored object. The distortion was

achieved by blocking a percentage of the area of the original object transparency.

The output beam travelling in the original reference beam direction is Fourier trans-

formed by the lens in Figure 2. The resulting beam is allowed to expand slightly by

placing the BaTiO3 crystal just beyond the back focal plane of the lens, in order ta

facilitate beam fanning within the BaTiO3 crystal. The crystal is located such that

the input beam travels through the crystal and reflects off the back corner (reference

the self pumped phase conjugation photograph in Fielding's thesis) (9:27).

This reflection off of the corner generates the two coupled interaction regions

within the crystal required to initiate self-pumped phase conjugation. The phase

conjugate return (PCR) then leaves the BaTiO3 and travels exactly back along

the reference beam direction. The Fourier transform of the PCR illuminates the

hologram. The resulting HAM image is separated from the distorted input object

beam by the beam-splitter in Figure 2.

The above procedure is modified slightly for the storage and recall of multiple

objects. To begin, each object is stored with a reference beam of unique direc-

tion. Based upon Gaylord's results concerning the angular selectivity of holograms

in LiNbO3 , each reference beam should be separated by at least 0.4 degrees (mea-

sured externally) (11:4773). To ensure crosstalk between stored objects does not

occur in this proof of concept experiment, each reference beam was separated by an

angle of 3.0 degrees. The reference beam direction was changed by mounting the

reference beam mirror (reference Figure 4) on a translational stage and moving the

mirror for each successive recording. Two tactical target transparencies and an Air

Force resolution chart were stored. A plastic diffuser similar to the one used in the

holography experiments of Chapter Two was attached to each object transparency.
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Once the objects were stored, a particular input object beam was allowed to

illuminate the Fe: Li IVb0l3 crystal. The BaTiO3 crystal was adjusted to support

beam fanning and phase conjugation of the strongest beam leaving the hologram in

the general direction of the reference beams used to store the objects. The strongest

beam hopefully corresponds to the correlation of the input with its associated stored

object, as described in Chapter Three. After the system generates the HAM image

associated with that input, the input transparency is removed and a transparency

of one of the other stored objects is inserted in the object beam path. The process

is then repeated.

4.3 Ezperimental Results

The first experiment involved the storage of a single object, the Air Force

resolution chart. Figure 10 is a photograph of the complete, undistorted object

which was stored in the Fe:LiNbO3 crystal. The photograph was takea by focusing

the object wavefront on a white card, without the holographic medium in place.

As a check of the quality of the recording, the hologram was illuminated with

the reference beam and the resulting diffracted image inspected. The grating was

illuminated quickly with a low level intensity reference beam in order to minimize

grating erasure. The resulting hologram was of excellent quality, as Figure 11 demon-

strates. This photograph was taken by focusing the diffracted image, generated by

the incidcnt reference beam, onto a white card. The resolution of the holographic

image was measured to be approximately 16 4'rm. This resolution was limited by

the inpui and output image optical components, and does noe represent a limit to

the resolution of the iron doped lithium niobate.

The reference beam was then blocked and the power in the object beam max-

imized. As a resrlt of the internal Ltalon, the maximum power obtained from the

argon ion laser through the object transparency was approximately 18.0 mW. For

"the first attempt at complete, single iteration system operation, the input trans-
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Figure 10. Object Stored in Holographic Memory

Figure 11. Typical Holographic Image (Magnified)
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parency was not distorted. Thus, a complete object beam of approximately 18.0

mW illuminated the hologram. The BaTiOS3 crystal was adjusted (as described in

the previous section) and beam fanning began within the phase conjugate mirror.

Within three minutes, the phase conjugate return had sufficiently illuminated the

holographic grating to begin forming the 'phase conjugate' image. The power in the

diffracted beam entering the BaTiO3 crystal after these first three minutes had risen

to 0.5 mW, from an initial value of 0.3 rmW. As expected, the increasing diffraction

efficiency of the hologram, described in Chapter Two, significantly contributes to

the formation of the phase conjugate image.

At first, the phase conjugate image was incomplete, exhibiting a gradual fading

around the extreme edges of the resolution chart. However, after approximately five

minutes from the time it first appeared, the phase conjugate image was completely

filled. It was observed that a typical HAM output image lasted for about forty

minutes, by which time the grating had degraded enough to make the image nearly

unresolvable. Figure 12 is a photograph of a typical phase conjugate image after

eleven minutes of operation. The inversion of the image is due to a focusing lens.

The resolultion of the image was measured to be approximately 16 1/mm, and was

limited by the optics used to magnify and focus the output image.

Once the basic operation of the system was verified, the next step was to

investigate the HAM's performance when presented with a distorted input. Figure 13

is a photograph of the distorted Air Force resolution chart. Approximately 25 percent

of the original object (part of group 5 and all of group 6) has been blocked.

Following the same procedure as above, the conjugate image was formed. As

in the previous case, the image began to form in about three minutes. However,

the area of the original object which was removed never approached the level of

brightness of the unblocked portion. After about eight minutes, the blocked portion

was barely discernable to the naked eye, but as Figure 14 shows, the camera could

not detect this region.
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Figure 12. Typical Output Image from a Single Iteration Ham System

Figure 13. Distorted Input Object
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Figure 14. Ham Output when Presented with a Distorted Input

A possible explanation for the lack of complete image recall when presented

with the distorted input could be linked to the single iteration architecture of the

system. Apparently the single cor,2:clion of the distorted input with the objects

stored in memory is not sufficient to create a satisfactory replica of the original

reference beam. As a result, the phase conjugate return does not generate a complete

image when iliuminating the holographic grating. The addition of another BaTiO3

crystal in the object leg of the system could be used to phase conjugate the HAM's

output, thus forming a closed loop, full resonant cavity. A full resonant cavity would

allow multiple correlations of the distorted object wave with the stored object(s),

which should enhance the generation of a complete output image. Chapter Five

addresses this full resonant architecture in more detail.

Upon completion of the single stored object experiments, multiple objccts were

stored to investigate the HAM system's performance under a more realistic environ-

ment. To minimize erasure of each hologram during the reference angle multiplexed
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recording, the objects were stored in a sequence based on the amount of energy

transmitted by each transparency. Specifically, the object transparency which trans-

imitted the most energy was stored first, the transparency which transmitted the

next highest amount of light was stored second, and the transparency blocking the

most light was stored last.

The first transparency, a dark tank on a clear background, was stored at a

reference to object beam angle of 28 degrees. The second object, a transparency

of three dark tactical targets (F-15, tank, and truck) on a clear background, was

stored at an angle of 31 degrees (reference Mayo's research for photographs of these

objects (20)). The final object, the Air Force resolution chart used previously, was

stored at an angle of 25 degrees. In each case, the reference to object beam angle

was changed by moving only the reference beam. The object beam and the crystal

were not disturbed. The exposure was held constant at 60 seconds for each of

the three recordings. The diffraction efficiencies of the three holograms were in

the 1 to 5 percent range, with each successive hologram demonstrating a slight

decrease in efficiency. Each diffraction efficiency was measured immediately after

recording (before the next hologram was written) by blocking the reference beam

and measuring the ratio of diffracted object beam power to input object beam power.

Each successive object slide reduced the energy in the object beam by approx-

imately 40 percent. It was felt this reduction in energy would be enough to allow

multiple recording without erasing previous gratings. This was not the case, however.

Attempts to re-illuminate the first and second holograms with either the associated

reference or object beam failed to generate a diffracted beam. Several attempts at

multiple recording were made. In each case, previous holograms were significantly

erased by the writing of additional holograms. Apparently, the successive decrease

in object beam energy for each hologram written was not large enough to minimize

erasure.

In an attempt to further minimize the erasure process during the recording of
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additional holograms, the exposure time was reduced for each successive recording.

The objects were still recorded in order of decreasing transmitted energy. The first

hologram was recorded with an exposure of 60 seconds, the second was recorded

for 40 seconds, and the last hologram was written for 20 seconds. The resulting

diffraction efficiency for the first hologram was in the 2 to 5 percent range, the

second hologram's diffraction efficiency fell to the 0.5-2.0 percent range, and the last

hologram had a diffraction efficiency of less than 1.0 percent.

All three holograms were easily illuminated with the reference beam by merely

moving the reference beam to the correct angular position. In addition, illumination

of the hologram with any of the object wavefronts (after careful replacement of

the object transparency) produced a correlation beam leaving the hologram in the

direction of the associated reference beam. The presence of weaker correlation beams,

corresponding to the correlation of the input object with the different stored objects,

were not observed at this time.

The reduction in exposure length for each successive recording minimized era-

sure of the previous gratings. Thus, each hologram was still present in the crystal and

capable of being 'read out' by either the associated object or reference beam. With

the storage of multiple objects using reference angle multiplexing accomplished, the

next step was to attempt to form the 'phase conjugate' image for each of the objects

stored in memory.

After the three holograms were written, the first object slide was carefully re-

inserted in the object beam path. The diffraction efficiencies of these three holograms

were not measured in order to minimize grating erasure. The object beam was

allowed to illuminate the Fe:LiNbO3 crystal and the object slide location adjusted to

maximize the resulting correlation peak leaving the crystal. The object beam power

was increased such that the correlation beam had an initial power of approximately

0.3 mW. The correlation beam illuminated the BaTiO3 crystal, which was adjusted

to support beam fanning and self-pumped phase conjugation. After approximately
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Figure 15. Ham Output when Presented with First Object Stored

five minutes, the phase conjugate image appeared. The image was allowed to build

for apprcximately ten minutes and then the object beam incident on the hologram

was blocked. Figure 15 is a photograph of the phase conjugate image during the first

minute of its formation. This photograph was taken at the output plane identified in

Figure 2. The reconstruction of this stored object clearly demonstrates the system's

ability to recall a particular object from several stored objects. In fact, by recalling

the first object stored, the system has reconstructed an image from the weakest

stored hologram due to hologram erasure during recording of subsequent gratings.

The second object slide was carefully aligned in the object beam path to max-

imize the resulting correlation beam. A secondary correlation wavefront, much more

diffuse than the desired correlation peak, was now present. This diffuse wavefront

propagated in the direction of the first object's reference beam. The BaTiO3 was

adjusted to generate the phase conjugate return of the desired correlation peak. The

adjustment amounted to a lateral translation of approximately 2 mm. The second
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correlation beam, however, was weaker than the first object's correlation peak. As

a result, beam fanning in the phase conjugate mirror did not begin for nearly three

minutes. The phase conjugate return was never generated and the phase conjugate

image did not form. Attempts to form the phase conjugate image of the third object

also failed.

It was felt that too much time had been spent observing the first object's phase

conjugate image. The gratings associated with the second and third objects had been

partially erased by the input object beam and the phase conjugate return, which

significantly decreased their diffraction efficiencies. Thus, the resulting correlation

peaks were too weak to allow the BaTi0 3 to form the phase conjugate returns.

Three new holograms were written, as before, and the first object slide re-

inserted in the object beam. The phase conjugate image was generated in approxi-

mately three minutes and the object beam blocked twenty seconds later. The second

object replaced the first in the object beam, and the wavefront was allowed to il-

luminate the holograms. The correlation peak was still weak compared to the first

object's correlation peak. Again, no phase conjugate image was formed. Attempts

to form the third object's phase conjugate image were also unsuccessful.

In an attempt to expedite the formation of the phase conjugate return, the z-

cut BaTiO3 crystal used thus far in the experiments was replaced with a 45 degree

cut, 5 x 5 x 3 mm 3 , single domain crystal. According to Wilson, the response

time and phase conjugate reflectivity of 45 degree cut BaTiO3 is better than z-

cut crystals (31:61). The three holograms were again recorded and the first object

transparency placed in the object beam path to maximize the correlation peak. To

maximize the phase conjugate return, the 45 degree cut crystal was orientated such
Vt that the angle between the surface normal and the incoming beam was 40 degrees,

based on experimental results obtained by Wilson (31:96). Beam fanning was evident

immediately upon illumination by the correlation peak. A phase conjugate image

was formed within two minutes. Typical response times for the z-cut crystal's phase
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conjugate return were three to five minutes. Therefore, the 45 degree cut did improve

the system's response time. The object beam was immediately blocked, and the

second object transparency inserted in the object beam path. Again beam fanning

in the 45 degree cut BaTiO3 was immediate. However, no phase conjugate image

was generated. The third object slide was inserted into the object path, but no phase

conjugate image was formed.

Several attempts were made to generate multiple phase conjugate images, but

in all cases the results were the same. With 'fresh' holograms, any one of the three

objects could be inserted into the object beam path and its associated phase conju-

gate image generated. However, once one phase conjugate image was produced, the

gratings present in the iron doped LiNbO3 crystal became distorted enough to not

allow the formation of any other phase conjugate images. Apparently, the combined

effects of illuminating the dynamic holographic medium with the bright input object

beam and the phase conjugate return are enough to significantly distort the original

gratings. Perhaps an alternative approach, using permanently stored holograms (via

thermal cycling), would eliminate this effect and allow the generation of multiple

phase conjugate images. A system which cyclically rewrites the desired holographic

gratings in memory between each object recall could also provide a workable alter-

native to the grating distortion problem.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter described experimental results obtained during operation of the

single iteration HAM system. Experimental procedures defining system operation

for both single and multiple stored object(s) were identified. Initial experiments

verified that the system can function with a dynamic, non-linear holographic storage

media. Complete reconstruction of a distorted input was not obtained, however, due

to the 'single iteration' architecture implemented. The system demonstrated the

ability to reconstruct one output image from several stored objects. Additional
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reconstructions were not achieved due to the dynamic erasure of the holographic
media during system operation. In all cases, the resolution of the output image was
measured to be approximately 16 I/mm.

The inability of the system to generate a complete reconstructed image isaddressed in the next chapter, which discusses implementation of a full resonant,
closed loop HAM system.
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V. Resonant Cavity Holographic Associative Memory Using

Fe:LiNb03

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described experiments in which distorted objects were

input into the single iteration HAM system, in the hope that fully reconstructed

output images would be generated. While the single iteration system did, to a very

limited degree, generate a more complete output image, the output could not be

considered 'complete'. One possible explanation for this shortcoming is that the

single iteration system does not generate a complete reconstruction of the original

reference beam (used to store the hologram). Thus the hologram is not fully illu-

minated by the BaTiO3 crystal's phase conjugate return. As a result, the output

image is incomplete.

A system which allows multiple correlations of the object beam with the stored

holograms should provide a more complete recreation of the reference beam, and

hence generate an output image which more nearly matches the (complete) original

object. Ideally, with each iteration, the system would 'fill in' a slightly larger area of

the blocked input. Eventually, a complete reconstruction of the stored object would

be produced.

In addition, typical optical neural network architectures which might use dy-

namic volume holographic media, such as LiNbO3, are generally full resonant, closed

loop systems. Examples of such optical cavities have been proposed by Wilson

(31:73), Abu-Mostafa and Psaltis (1:89), Dunning et al. (7:209), and Lee et al.

(17:162).

Pattern recognition systems which allow complete object recall from distorted

or partial input objects and optical neural networks require the development of

full resonant, closed loop holographic associative memories. This chapter describes
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one possible full resonant architecture and reports on experimental results obtained

during investigation of the multiple iteration system.

5.2 Optical Architecture

The architecture implemented for the full resonant holographic associative

memory is an extension of the single iteration system investigated previously. The

closed loop system is based on an architecture proposed by Dunning et al. (7:209).

The HAM consists of two optical 'legs', a reference leg and an object leg. Each

leg has its own respective phase conjugate mirror. As in the single iteration sytem,

a partial or distorted input object illuminates the holographic medium and generates

the distorted reference beams. These beams are focused by the lens onto the first

phase conjugate mirror, a 45 degree cut BaTiO3 crystal. The crystal performs a

non-linear threshold and phase conjugates (via self-pumped phase conjugation) the

distorted reference beam. This wavefront then re-illuminates the hologram and

generates a partially restored object wavefront. The partially restored object is

focused onto the second PCM (another self-pumped 45 degree cut BaTiO3 crystal)

and is conjugated back towards the holographic medium. As this iterative process

repeats, the output image continues to improve. As Dunning indicates, the closure

of this full resonant loop is dependent on the losses present in the system. "If the

combined gain of the PCMs is comparable to the losses in the cavity, oscillating

wavefronts will build up which correspond to real i nd virtual images of the stored

object having the largest correlation with the input object " (7:208). Figure 16 is a

diagram of the full resonant HAM architecture investigated.

5.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

The procedures followed in the full resonant HAM cavity experiments are very

similar to those used during the single stored object, single iteration system exper-

4 iments. To begin, a hologram was recorded of the F-15, tank, and truck trans-
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parency used previously. The same plastic diffuser (as before) was attached to the

object. The angle between the reference and object beams was held constant at

thirty degrees. The normal to the e+ axis of the iron doped lithium niobate crystal

was located between the object and reference beams, six degrees from the reference

beam. All beams were extraordinarily polarized. The recording process lasted for

sixty seconds, at which time the reference beam was blocked and the diffraction ef-

ficiency measured. For all attempts at full resonant operation of the HAM system,

the hologram diffraction efficiency ranged from three to seven percent.

The hologram was illuminated with an undistorted version of the stored object.

A strong correlation beam was generated in the original reference beam direction.

This beam, typically between 0.1 and 0.3 mW (initially), was focused onto the first

PCM. Self-oumped phase conjugation began within the first three minutes. The

power entering the PCM at this time was typically between 0.5 and 0.7 mW, again

demonstrating the increasing diffraction efficiency of the hologram-diffuse object

beam combination.

The phase conjugate return re-illuminated the hologram, generating the 'phase

conjugate image'. This beam was incident on the first beam splitter (a 80-20 trans-

mit to reflect ratio), and approximately 80 percent of the wavefront was focused

onto the second PCM. The remaining 20 percent was reflected to the second beam

splitter (a 70-30 transmit to reflect ratio). However, the thirty percent reflected

by the second beam splitter, representing the output of the system, was too weak

to be observed. In addition, the initial 80 percent incident on the second PCM

amounted to a power of less than 0.01 mW. This beam was much too weak to allow

a self-pumped phase conjugate return to be generated. Hence, closed loop, multiple

iteration system performance was not achieved.

In an attempt to minimize beam power losses due to the beam splitters, the

70-30 beam splitter was removed. Since the output beam leaving this beam splitter

was too weak to be observed, the beam splitter was serving no useful purpose. Thus,
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removal would increase the original object beam power incident upon the hologram

and create no detrimental effects on system diagnostics. With the second beam

splitter removed, the maximum object beam power obtainable upon the hologram

was approximately 30 mW.

A new hologram was written and the above procedure repeated. The initial

hologram diffraction efficiency, calculated by illuminating the hologram with the 30

mW object beam and measuring the power diffracted towards the first PCM, was five

percent. The 1.5 mW incident on the first PCM caused immediate beam fanning.

"A phase conjugate return was generated within the first 90 seconds. The result-

ing phase conjugate ir_ýage incident on the second PCM was still too weak to form

a phase conjugate return (0.02 mW). Based on the input object beam power, the

hologram diffraction efficiency, and the beam splitters (and ignoring Fresnel surface

reflection losses), the 0.02 mW power incident on the second PCM corresponds to a

phase conjugate reflectivity from the first PCM of approximately 30 percent. While

this reflectivity is less than the maximum achieved ),. Wilson (56 percent), it still

represents a fairly high phase conjugate reflectivity (31:96). However, the low holo-

gram diffraction efficiencies, coupled with the limited input object beam power and

inevitable beam splitter loss, creates a fundamental limit to achieving full resonant

system performance.

One last attempt at tull resonant oscillation was p.erformed by illuminating the

hologram with the reference beam. While tbis -. ( .,iure does not support an oper-

ational associative memory because the required correlations between stored objects

and the distorted input are lost, it nevertheless serves to provide a much stronger

beam entering the first PCM. As a result, more energy should illuminate the second

PCM and perhaps allow resonant oscillation to occur. Unfortunately, even with 30

mW of power illuminating the hologram (and 95 percent of that incident upon the

first PCM), only 0.3 mW of power was present at the second phase conjugate mirror.

Previous experiments with the HAM system identified 0.5 mW as the approximate
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minimum power required for self-pumped phase conjugation to occur in the two 45

degree cut BaTiO3 crystals used in this experiment. Thus, even with the bright

reference beam illuminating the hologram, losses in the system were sufficient to

stifle full resonant oscillations.

Based ou a 7 percent holographic diffraction efficiency, a 30 percent phase

conjugate reflectivity of the first PCM, and a minimum power o, 0.5 mW to initiate

self-pumped phase conjugation in the second PCM, the architecture investigated

would require an input object beam power of approximately 1.0 W. This estimate

neglects losses due to Fresnel surface reflections and scattering withir. the holographic

medium.

An alternative to merely increasing the incident object beam power (in order

to support closed loop operation) would be to offset the caviy losses by means

of signal gain. There are two areas where internal gain could be added to this

architecture without detrimentally impacting system performance. Specifically, the

phase conjugate mirror of the reference leg could be manipulated to provide gain to

the phase conjugate return, and the phase conjugate return itself could be amplified

by a separate photorefractive gain cell located in the reference leg. In addition,

extreme care to provide a thermally and vibrationally stable environment during

recording, coupled with the optimization of the recording parameters (based on the

particular objects to be stored), sl ould allow higher diffraction efficiency holograms

to be written in the Fe:LiArbO3 crystal. Chen et al. report diffraction efficiencies

of up to 42 percent (4:224), while Amodei and Staebler have achieved diffraction

efficiencies of 50 percent in thermally cycled holgranm (2:540). While this last item

cannot be considered a separate 'gain' mechanism, it serves the same purpose by

minimizing the significant signal loss due to low diffraction efficiencies.

In order to provide gain to the phase conjugate return generated by the refer-

ence leg PCM, the self-pumped phase conjugation technique currently used would

have to be replaced by a four wave mixing scheme. Qualitatively, phase conjuga-
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tion is pro ed by four wave mixing in a straight forward manner. A pump beam

interferes with the incoming signal beam to form a grating. A second pump beam,

contra-directional to the first pump beam, is incident on this grating and diffracts

energy back towards the input signal beam. As a result, a 'phase conjugate' return

is generated. If the power of this diffracted beam is greater than the incoming signal

beam, the four wave mixing technique provides gain to the phase conjugate return.

Figure 17 is a pictorial summary of optical phase conjugation by four wave mixing

in a non-linear medium (18:549).

While four wave mixing complicates the architecture by requiring the presence

of two carefully aligned pump beams, it nevertheless should provide the gain required

for closed loop HAM operation. Assuming a seven percent holographic diffraction

efficiency, a minimum power of 0.5 mW to initiate conjugation in the second PCM,

and a 30 mW input object beam power, the four wave mixing would have to provide

a gain of at least 4.2 to ensure closed loop operation. For these assumptions, approx-
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imately 2.0 mW would enter the 'four wave mixer' and a phase conjugate return of

8.5 mW would emerge. The 8.5 mW beam would produce a beam of approximately

0.5 mW incident upon the second PCM. In actuality, the gain would have to be

larger than 4.2 because Fresnel surface losses have not been considered. However, a

gain of 4 to 5 is a reasonable first order approximation.

The second technique for providing gain to the reference leg signal involves the

placement of an additional photorefractive crystal between the Fe:LiNbO3 crystal

and the first PCM's focusing lens, as indicated in Figure 18. This mechanism for

providing the required gain was suggested by Dunning et al. (7:210), based on the-

oretical development of a 'Contra-Directional Two Wave Mixing' scheme produced

by Yeh (34:323). This technique uses two wave coupling to provide gain to one beam

at the expense of the other. The key difference between standard co-directional two

wave coupling and contra-directional two wave coupling is the direction of the two

input beams. In contra-directional two wave mixing, the two beams enter the crystal

from opposite sides. Thus, this technique could possibly provide the gain required

in the resonant HAM architecture. As Dunning et al. indicate,

a two wave mixing photorefractive crystal operated in the counter prop-
agating mode and located in the reference arm would impart a larger
gain to the stronger reference component. By proper orientation of the
crystal, the reference component propagating toward PCM I acts as a
pump for the conjugated reference component propagating back toward
the hologram. Since the two counter propagating reference components
are conjugates of each other, their overlap in the crystal is maximized,
which enhances energy transfer between them (7:210).

According to Yeh, the transmissivities of the two interacting beams are "formally

identical to those of the co-directional two wave mixing" (34:326). Therefore, the

gains obtained using contra-directional two wave mixing should be similar to those

obtained using standard co-directional two wave mixing. Recent conventional two

wave mixing experiments performed by Keppler have shown steady state gains of
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up to 160 using 45 degree cut BaTiO3 crystals (15). Assuming an input object

beam power of 30 mW, a hologram diffraction efficiency of 7 percent, a 0.5 mW

power requirement to initiate self-pumped phase conjugation in the second PCM,

and assuming a self-pumped phase conjugate reflectivity from the first PCM of 30

percent, the gain required by a contra-directional two wave mixing amplifier would

be approximately 14. Again, this value will necessarily be larger due to unaccounted

Fresnel surface reflection losses, but it represents a valid first order calculation. From

these calculations it appears that if contra-directional two wave mixing does indeed

provide gains similar to conventional two wave mixing, the closed loop HAM system

should successfully operate upon implementation of a contra-directional amplifier.

5.4 Conclusion

Attempts at using a full resonant, multiple iteration Holographic Associative

Memory system to possibly enhance the complete recall of a distorted input were

unsuccessful. Full resonant operation of the system was not achieved. Thus, the

benefits expected from multiple correlations of the distorted input with the stored

objects could not be realizcd. Without closed loop oscillations, the system operated

as a single iteration HAM.

The inability of the HAM to operate in a closed loop fashion can be directly

attributed to losses in the system. The problem was compounded by the relatively

low input power (due to the internal 6talon of the laser) and by the lack of gain in the

system. Thus, the signal within the cavity diminished to the point that the beam

incident upon the second phase conjugate mirror was below the power threshold

required to form a conjugate return.

Three possible solutions to the problem were suggested. The first two dealt

with means of providing gain to the signal within the cavity. A four wave mixing

scheme which produces an amplified phase conjugate return was discussed, and first

order calculations of the gain required to sustain closed loop operation were provided.
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As a second alternative, 'contra-directional' two wave mixing was identified as a

means of amplifying the reference leg phase conjugate return. Again, first order

calculations of the required gain were provided. Lastly, the low diffraction efficiency

of the iron doped lithium niobate holograms was identified as a major contributor

to the losses in the cavity. Optimization of the writing of the holograms should

support closed loop operation of the HAM by increasing the resulting diffraction

efficiency and thus minimizing internal cavity losses. No suggestion was made to

provide amplification in the object leg of the resonant cavity because, as Dunning et

al. indicate, "the readout object may be distorted" (7:210).

Of course, the gains required for the four wave and two wave mixing schemes

could be reduced if both techniques were used simultaneously. However, the com-

plexity of the architecture would soon become unreasonable. The optimum choice

would be to select and implement the mixing scheme which provides the largest use-

ful gain, while also maximizing the holographic diffraction efficiency of the recording

medium.

It should again he pointed out that alternative architectures have been pro-

posed for optical neural networks and associative memory systems (reference the

introduction to this chapter). These architectures are of the 'ring resonant cavity'

variety. As a result, the signal beam does not travel back and forth upon itself (as

in the architecture used in this research), but rather travels in a single, continuous

direction. These systems do not depend on the generation of a phase conjugate re-

turn and can use conventional two wave mixing to provide the internal cavity gain

required to sustain full resonant operation.
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VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

This research effort investigated the use of a non-linear, dynamic holographic

medium as the memory element in a holographic associative memory system. The

theory of holographic storage in thick, photorefractive material was developed and

experimentally demonstrated in support of an operational HAM. Specifically, holo-

graphic storage of two dimensional objects in iron doped lithium niobate was achieved.

Initial experiments involved the optimization of recording parameters such as length

of exposure, incident beam powers, crystal orientation, and beam polarization. Holo-

graphic diffraction efficiencies were found to increase with time during read out with

the object beam. This unexpected result, which had not been previously reported,

appears to be linked to the usage of a mild anisotropic diffuser in the object beam.

The increasing diffraction efficiency resulted in a steadily increasing diffracted beam

power and thus enhanced overall system performance.

The relevant theory defining operation of a single iteration HAM system using

Fe:LiNbO3 as the storage medium was developed. The mathematical model of a

system in which multiple stored objects are illuminated with a particular distorted

input, thus generating a complete reconstructed output image, were developed. Ex-

perimental implementation of the model verified basic system operation. Empirical

observation of extraneous beams produced during system operation, coupled with

subsequent supporting theoretical development, verified the presence of secondary

(undesired) gratings within the holographic media. These additional gratings, caused

by the air/lithium niobate refractive index boundaries creating internal reflections,

could be eliminated by immersing the crystai in an index matching liquid gate.

Distortion experiments partially demonstrated the system's capability to perform

complete object recall. The reconstructed images were not entirely complete. It

was felt that system performance was limited by the 'single iteration' architecture.
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Multiple correlations of the reconstructed object beam with the stored objects are

required before a complete output image will be constructed.

In order to achieve operation of the HAM system with multiple objects stored

in the memory, experiments involving reference angle multiplexed holography were

performed. Correct recording exposure was found to be critical to the storage of

additional holograms while minimizing previous hologram erasure. Three separate

objects were stored by varying the reference beam angle. Attempts to use the HAM

to reconstruct any one image from its respective input object were successful. How-

ever, this process distorted the other two dynamic holographic gratings to such an

extent that once one image was reconstructed, the other images could not be formed

from the resulting diffracted light.

From the results, it appears that the 'one time' storage of multiple gratings is

not sufficient to allow future reconstruction of any particular stored object. A system

which cyclically re-writes the holograms after each 'read out' would be required.

Another possible alternative would be to store the holograms permanently, thus

removing the volatile nature of the medium. This alternative, however, eliminates

the benefit of using dynamic media. In the case of optical neural networks, for

example, permanent storage would not allow the system to 'learn' by continuous

updating of the matrix weights contained in the holographic medium.

The last experiments investigated a full resonant, closed loop HAM system.

It was hoped the multiple iterations provided by a closed loop system would allow

complete object reconstruction. The architecture implemented, however, did not

provide gain to the signal present in the cavity. As a result, the cavity losses were

too large to allow resonant oscillations to occur. Three suggestions were made to

alleviate this problem. The first two describe means to provide gain to the internal

cavity signal by 1) replacing the reference leg's self-pumped phase conjugate mirror

with a 'four wave mixer' which would generate an amplified phase conjugate return

and by 2) placing a 'contra-directional' two wave mixing photorefractive crystal
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in the reference leg. The third suggestion attempts to minimize cavity losses by

optimizing the hologram recording process (and therefore maximizing the resulting

diffraction efficiency).

t 6.2 Future Applications

In general, the HAM system can be used in applications where a conventional

Vander Lugt type optical correlator is required. More specifically, permanent stor-

age of multiple holograms in the non-linear medium, coupled with the inclusion of

one of the two suggested gain mechanisms, should allow the full resonant HAM sys-

tern to operate as a robust associative memory. Namely, distorted inputs would be

processed by the HAM and result in complete output images. As an alternative to

permanent holographic storage, a system which would utilize the dynamic nature

of the medium by re-writing the stored holograms after each 'read cycle' should

also allow implementation of the holographic medium as the memory element in an

optical neural network.

6.3 Recommendations

Continued research with a HAM which uses dynamic holographic media should

focus on the following areas:

1. Continued theoretical and experimental investigation of the anisotropic plastic

diffuser used in this research to identify reason(s) for the unexpected increase

in diffraction efficiency. Experiments with holographic recording, using just the

diffuser as the object, should be performed to completely isolate the diffuser

effects on holographic formation and reading. A detailed analysis of the paper

by Staebler and Amodei (27) should be performed in order to identify the

specific wave coupling mechanism(s) which are responsible for the increasing

diffraction efficiency.
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2. Investigation of permanent holographic storage in Fe:LiNbO3, using thermally

cycling techniques as described by Amodei and Staebler (2), to allow HAM

operation with multiple stored objects. Permanent storage would eliminate

the dynamic erasure problems encountered in this research.

3. Investigation of alternative dynamic holographic materials which provide 'real

time' holographic recording and reading (such as BaTiO3 and SBN (35:2094),

GaAs, Inp and CdTe (12:2756), or KNbO3 : Fe2+ (8:163)).

4. Implementation of a spatial light modulator in place of the two dimensional

object transparencies in order to eliminate the critical re-alignment required.

5. Investigation of the use of fractal grids (as described by Psaltis et al. (24:1755))

to improve reconstructed image quality by minimizing undesired cross-correlation

noise.

6. Investigation of alternative architectures which allow continuous updating of

the stored holograms, internal gain via conventional two wave mixing, and

which do not require the generation of temporal phase conjugate beams (such

as 'ring resonant' architectures).

7. Implementation of results obtained during this research in the development of

an optical neural network.
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Appendix A. Secondary Grating Formation Within Fe:LiNbO3

A.I Intflduction

I The equations describing the formation of a secondary grating in the Fe:

LiNbO3 crystal as a result of the coupling between the distorted input object beam,

the phase conjugate return beam, and the original holographic grating are developed

in this appendix.

A.2 Theoretical Development

Section 3.3 qualitatively described the formation of a second grating within

the dynamic holographic medium. This grating, defined as T. below, is formed by

the phase conjugate return (labelled P,.), the distorted input object beam, and the

"original grating. The equations describing the formation and illumination of this

second grating are developed for a single stored object. Additionally, to reduce the

length of the equations, the directional phase terms (of,, + ,f..) are rewritten in ic

notation. Thus, the key wavefronts and the original grating are defined as follows:

E,(ff,,,f,) = £,exp'("4 --A (40)

E. (f., f, = Eoexpu("-F*' (41)

Eo(fL,f,,f,) = ••,,,x,,rn•. 1  (42)

TP(fx,fA,,M) 1k I + i-t (IE012 + IE.I2 + E.eXp+i(L-4)'f

+EE, exp -(4 l4 ) (43)

(f =]F [NL (F [i.-Evex(Pt4 -A (44)

where f consists of unit vectors in the f,, f,, and f,. directions, and k. (0,0, 1)

and 4 = (0,o,P). 4 is the original reference wave, R. is the original object wave,

E. is the distorted input object, T. is the original holographic grating, and Pa is

the phase conjugate return.
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PT is formed by the medium's response to the intensity of the total field:

r, t-,I + iy'I' (45)

where I' equals

I' - o(fI',f)+ TP(fz, f,)+ Pc,(f.,fl,)12  (46)

IPoI2 + IT,12 + IP.,I 2 + EoP;

+TP; + 4.7: + ,PP.. + kTP + EP.C, (47)

Dropping the (fJf,, f.) notation and the temporal terms, and performing several

lines of algebra, generates the expression for T,:

T 1+ iY' [I/ko12 + ITJ2 + IPc,.i]

I+i. ;.12 e..-•-+ .)'1

+'-•' (P: [i + ,i(l.l + lIE,])] ex," 1+ -)

+i7' (iTI•PEE exp-i(A r+ *)+i-Y, (P [I + ,Y , -. ~ ' 12 A Ie*l')),,.+)
+i-y' (i-IP; EE, expi'( -2•)+ *)

+1-Y [~ I + iy(F.1 + 1E 12)1XiLr + *)

+iYf (i~.E-Er eXpi(24-L- +)

+iy' (i7 EoE, ex'pi'f+ *) (48)

The + *' terms in the above equation indicate the addition of the spatial complex

conjugate. The second grating is illuminated by both the distorted input beam

and the phase conjugate return. The wavefronts leaving the grating as a result of

the distorted input are described by the product of Equation 48 and Equation 42.

Similarly, the wavefrouts generated by the phase conjugate return are described by

the product of Equations 48 and 44.
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